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INTRODUCTION
House prices in the Australian capital cities have been increasing over the last two decades. An over 10%
average annual increase arises in the capital cities. In Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth, the house prices
increased by more than 15% annually, while the house prices in Darwin increased by even higher at about
21%. It is surprising that, after a decrease in 2008, the house prices in the Australian capital cities show a
strong recovery in their last financial year’s increase. How to read the house prices in cities across a country
has been an issue of public interest since the late 1980s. Various models were developed to investigate the
behaviours of house prices over time or space. A spatio-temporal model, introduced in recent literature,
appears advantages in accounting for the spatial effects on house prices. However, the decay of temporal
effects and temporal dynamics of the spatial effects cannot be addressed by the spatio-temporal model.
This research will suggest a three-part decomposition framework in reading urban house price behaviours.
Based on the spatio-temporal model, a time weighted spatio-temporal model is developed. This new model
assumes that an urban house price movement should be decomposed by urban characterised factors, time
correlated factors and space correlated factors. A time weighted is constructed to capture the temporal
decay of the time correlated effects, while a spatio-temporal weight is constructed to account for the time-
varied space correlated effects. The house prices of the Australian capital cities are investigated by using the
time weighted spatio-temporal model. The empirical findings suggest that the housing markets should be
clustered by their geographic locations. The rest parts of this paper are organised as follows. The following
section will present a principle for reading urban house prices. The next section will outline the
methodologies modelling the time weighted spatio-temporal model. The subsequent section will report the
relative data and empirical results, while the final section will generate the conclusions.
THE PRINCIPLE FOR READING URBAN HOUSE PRICES
A house has dual properties. In one aspect, houses can be regarded as assets, whose prices tie tightly to
temporal information. Much previous research utilised a series of temporal factors to explore the house price
movements in a city or nation (Poterba et al. 1991; Liu et al. 1997; Tsatsaronis and Zhu 2004; Abelson et al.
2005; Song and Liu 2005). In another aspect, houses can also be treated as commodities, the prices of
which may determined by their own characteristics. Many studies evaluated house prices according to their
individual structures (Rosen 1974; Case and Shiller 1987; Meese and Wallace 1997). Moreover, other
literature highlighted the effects on house prices, which were generated from the spatial factors (Can 1990;
Maher 1994; Jones and Leishman 2006; Karaganis 2011). Those previous studies indicate that house prices
may not be influenced by the houses’ own features, but also be correlated with the temporal and spatial
factors.
Meen (1999) demonstrated that the housing market within a nation could not be regarded as an aggregate.
Instead, it should be composed by a series of interregional markets, across the country. The segmentations,
ripple-down behaviours and convergences of urban or regional house prices have drawn attention from a
number of researchers. In order to address to the temporal and spatial relationships between house prices
across cities or regions, a record of research and investigations was conducted based on the technique of
time-series regressions (MacDonald and Taylor 1993; Bourassa and Hendershott 1995; Meen 1996; Tu
2000; Liu et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009; Shi et al. 2009). However, those studies only focused on how the
dynamics of house prices spread over and across time and space respectively. Holmes (2007) carried out a
panel regression method to investigate the convergence of urban house prices. It was suggested that the
panel regression method could capture the impacts of urban heterogeneity on house prices, which were
ignored by time-series regression methods. Ma and Liu (2010) also proposed a panel regression approach
to decompose the urban house prices in to three categories, including regional factors, own-market factors
and neighbouring market factors. Based on the framework of panel regression, recent research implemented
spatial analysis method to capture the spatial effects on urban or regional house prices. Beenstock and
Felsenstein (2007) proposed a spatial vector autoregression model to explore the relationships between
house prices over time and across space. Holly et al. (2011) outlined a spatio-temporal methodology to
investigate the temporal and spatial diffusion of house prices in the U.K. The advantages of the spatio-
temporal methodology make the underlining research can perform well in taking account of the effects of
previous house price movements, heterogeneity and spatial correlations. However, this newly developed
method still has drawback in ignoring the effects generated from the corresponding time point.
Based on previous research on house prices, it can be demonstrated that the movements of house prices
are influenced by factors of three dimensions, which are internal characteristics, temporal information and
the spatial information. Therefore, this research argues a three-part-decomposition method, when reading
the house price movements. Built on the spatio-temporal method, this research introduces a temporal weight,
with purpose of simulating the effects correlated with a specific time point. By reading the effects allocated in
each dimension, the similarities and the disparities of urban house prices can be explored. The house price
indices in the Australian capital cities and the correlated regional information are used as a case study to
interpret the modelling process and results.
THE MODEL FOR READING URBAN HOUSE PRICES
This research decomposes the house price movements in a city into three parts, which are urban
characterised factors, time correlated factors and space correlated factors. The conception model for the
urban house price movements can be expressed as follows:∆ = ( , , ) (1)∆ stands for the urban house price movements. R, T and S indicate the factors belong to urban
characteristics, time correlated factors and space correlated factors respectively.
Time Weighted Spatio-temporal Models
Based on the framework of spatio-temporal models, this research raises a time weighted spatio-temporal
model, which is expressed as follows: ∆ = + ∆ + ∆ + (2)
The variables, ∆ and ∆ , are × 1 vectors, where is the number of cities. The symbols, and ,
are × matrices, standing for the temporal and spatio-temporal weights respectively. is a diagonal
matrix, while is a symmetric matrix with 0 diagonal. Parameters, , and , are estimated correlation
coefficients, while is the residual term. The single equation of Eq.(2) can be expressed as follows:∆ = + ∆ , + ∑ ∆ , + (3)
As mentioned above that house prices are determined by their own structural characteristics, urban house
price movements, ∆ , should be correlated with the factors that carried by their corresponding cities. It is
assumed that the parameter, , standing for this decomposed part should be invariable over time but
distinguished across cities.
It is well proved by previous research that house prices are highly correlated with spatial factors. Thus, urban
house prices should be influenced by the space correlated factors. Since the prices should fully reflected the
available information under the efficient market hypothesis (Fama 1970), this research uses the spatial
weighted house price movements, ∆ , , in other cities to indicate the space correlated factors. The term
is constructed by the geographic information between city i and city j. Two types of constructing methods
of the spatial weights are widely applied in empirical studies, which are simple contiguity and distance
contiguity (Anselin 1988). In this research, there is no real contiguity between each pair of cities, so that the
spatial weights are constructed based on the distance decay policy.
Urban house price movements are also impacted by temporal factors. This research uses the previous
movements, ∆ , of urban house prices are used as the indicators. Although the implemented temporal
lags can subtract the effects generated from the historical behaviours of urban house prices, the impacts
carried by the time are not taken into account. Therefore, this research introduces a temporal weight, , to
cover this effects, which are assumed to be invariable across cities but changeable over time.
Constructions of the Temporal and the Spatio-temporal Weights
Seen from Eq.(3), the time correlated and space correlated factors are controlled by the temporal and spatio-
temporal weights respectively. This research combined the distance and the new dwelling numbers to
construct the spatio-temporal weight, which is calculated as follows:, = (4)
The term, , indicates the distance between city i and city j, while denotes the new dwelling numbers in
city i at time t. The weights signify the importance of geographical impacts of city j on city i. The developing
scale of city j also makes an influence on city i. It can be found that the weights, under this calculation, are
asymmetric unless there is a same developing scale in the both cities. Moreover, the spatio-temporal weights
are able to vary over time. This may make the estimation closer to the practice.
Nappi-Choulet Pr and Maury (2009) set a temporal weight by the inverse of the time lags, assuming that the
time correlated factors should impact on house price movement evenly over the time. Another disadvantage
of their temporal weight setting is that the correlations between different time points are ignored. Therefore,
this research utilises the population shares between two time points to stands for the effects generated by
time correlated factors. The corresponding temporal weights are calculated as follows:= ∆ (5)
The term, , indicates the national population at time t, while ∆ = ( − ) indicates the
population increase. One reason for choosing population to construct the temporal weight is that it can well
reflect one important temporal aspect of a nation. In addition, the population is selected because of the tight
relationships with house prices.
READING THE HOUSE PRICES IN THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL CITIES
Three kinds of data, collected from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), are applied in this research.
The observing period of the data is from the March quarter 1993 to the June quarter 2010. The house price
indices in the Australian capital cities are based on 1989-90=100 (ABS 2011c). Although the reference base
of the published HPI has changed to the 2003-04 financial year since the September quarter 2005, to keep
the consistency, the old reference base (1989-90) is used in this research. Figure 1 shows the house price
indices over the observing period.
Figure 1: House price indices of the Australian capital cities
The new dwelling numbers are published by the Building Approvals (ABS 2011b). This set of data focuses
on the scales of change for each capital city’s real estate. Since this study analyses the interactions between
the dynamics of each residential property market, it is better to construct the spatial weight matrix rather than
the total stock of property. The original monthly data is converted into quarterly data by summing the
numbers every three months, in order to match the frequency of the HPI. Table 1 reports the quarterly new
dwelling numbers in the Australian capital cities. Significant differences can be observed between the cities.
According to the large differences in house market developing scales, the spatial heterogeneity across the
regional house markets may not only depend on the geographic location, but also on the characteristics of
the markets. Therefore, the spatial weights of regional house prices should be adjusted by using the
developing scales of markets.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the number of dwelling units in the Australian capital cities
Adelaide Brisbane Canberra Darwin Hobart Melbourne Perth Sydney
Minimum 698.00 1646.00 179.00 22.00 87.00 2524.00 1719.00 1415.00
Maximum 2007.00 4024.00 773.00 289.00 365.00 7105.00 4127.00 4650.00
Mean 1355.52 2773.07 349.91 110.48 222.91 4778.34 2910.16 2848.73
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Combine with the distances between pairs of cities, the spatial weights of the cities at each time point can be
calculated by Eq.(4). The averages of the spatial weights are reported in Table 2. The spatial weights range
from 0.0389 to 0.0941. Each pair of cities does not exhibit huge differences. It can be seen that Melbourne
always accounts for relatively higher spatial effects to the other regional house markets. This may be caused
by the central location and large housing market scale of Melbourne. In contrast, the small market and
remote location could be the reason that the housing market of Darwin is relatively low compared to the
other housing markets.
Moreover, the Australian national populations are collected from Australian Demographic Statistics (ABS
2011a). The statistical results are based on 2 main censuses of population and housing. The censuses were
carried out in 2001 and 2006. As mentioned in Eq.(5), the inverse of the national population change at each
time point over the observing period is calculated, indicating the time correlated factors of Australia at the
corresponding time point. Smoothly increasing temporal weights are generated, due the flat population
growth of Australia.
Table 2: Average spatial weights
Adelaide Brisbane Canberra Darwin Hobart Melbourne Perth Sydney
Adelaide 0.0000 0.0605 0.0553 0.0438 0.0540 0.0712 0.0593 0.0633
Brisbane 0.0549 0.0000 0.0517 0.0409 0.0471 0.0616 0.0536 0.0629
Canberra 0.0682 0.0703 0.0000 0.0481 0.0614 0.0795 0.0625 0.0856
Darwin 0.0663 0.0680 0.0589 0.0000 0.0567 0.0700 0.0671 0.0669
Hobart 0.0724 0.0696 0.0667 0.0503 0.0000 0.0941 0.0650 0.0740
Melbourne 0.0599 0.0571 0.0542 0.0389 0.0591 0.0000 0.0530 0.0616
Perth 0.0530 0.0528 0.0453 0.0397 0.0434 0.0563 0.0000 0.0531
Sydney 0.0577 0.0632 0.0633 0.0404 0.0503 0.0667 0.0541 0.0000
This research utilised the information described in the previous section to explore the urban house price
movements in the Australian capital cities by Eq.(2). The coefficients of the urban characteristic effects,
temporal effects and spatial effects were estimated and reported in Table 3.
Table 3: The estimations of house prices in the Australian capital cities
Cities
Adelaide 0.0034 0.7479 1.7900(0.5188) (0.0000)
Brisbane 0.0008 5.1680 1.2424(0.0000) (0.0059)
Canberra -0.0004 1.9910 1.4725(0.0985) (0.0003)
Darwin 0.0155 2.5476 0.0488(0.0295) (0.8789)
Hobart 0.0030 0.7696 1.0759(0.5040) (0.0001)
Melbourne 0.0151 -0.3727 1.1860(0.7630) (0.0188)
Perth 0.0064 7.8328 -0.1020(0.0000) (0.8039)
Sydney 0.0052 3.1523 0.8937(0.0055) (0.0257)
Note: The numbers in the brackets indicate the p-values of the t statistic test for the corresponding
correlation coefficient is significantly different from 0.
As shown in the second column, the scales of the coefficients of the urban characteristic effects are small.
The smallest one is found in Canberra at -0.0004, while the largest one is allocated in Darwin at 0.0155. The
positive coefficients suggest the urban effects should push up the house prices in the corresponding cities,
while the negative coefficients argue that the urban effects should depreciate the house price. The results
indicate that the urban belonging factors, like the urban locations and cultures, should not contribute much
influence on their house price movements in the Australian capital cities. In other words, if the eight capital
cities shared the similar housing markets of their own, the house price movements would still show some
distinctions across the cities. However, differences would be very limited from city to city.
The third column displays the coefficients of the urban temporal effects on the house price movements in the
Australian capital cities. The results, at this occasion, vary across the cities. When 10% was used as a
significantly critical level, significant and large scaled coefficients were estimated in Perth, Brisbane, Sydney,
Darwin and Canberra. The temporal coefficients for Melbourne, Adelaide and Hobart are not significant. It is
shown that the largest temporal coefficient is in Perth at 7.8328, followed by Brisbane at 5.1680, Sydney at
3.1523, Darwin at 2.5476 and Canberra at 1.9910. The larger the temporal coefficients are, the higher the
urban house price movements are influenced by their previous behaviours. The house price movements of
Perth are demonstrated highly influenced by its previous dynamics. According to the results, a one unit
increase will cause nearly eight unit increase in the next quarter. In the contrast, the house price movements
in Adelaide, Hobart and Melbourne are hardly influenced by their previous dynamics, shown by the
insignificant coefficients.
In addition, the spatial effects on urban house price movements are suggested by the results in the fifth
column. Huge disparities are found in the spatial coefficients across the capital cities of Australia. The house
price movements in Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Hobart, Melbourne and Sydney are significantly impacted
by the house price dynamics in the neighbouring cities. On the other hand the spatial effects on Darwin and
Perth are not significant.
Based on the estimated coefficients, the Australian urban house price movements can be classified into
three groups, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: The classified urban house price movement in Australian capital cities
Cities Urban effects Temporal effects Spatial effects
Adelaide 5 No Yes
Hobart 6 No Yes
Melbourne 2 No Yes
Brisbane 7 Yes Yes
Canberra 8 Yes Yes
Sydney 4 Yes Yes
Darwin 1 Yes No
Perth 3 Yes No
According to Table 4, a geographic distribution can be found in the classification of the urban house price
movements in Australia. House price movements in Adelaide, Hobart and Melbourne, which are located in
the southern part of Australia, are hardly influenced by the temporal effects. However, the movements are
significantly impacted by the spatial factors. House price movements in Brisbane, Canberra and Sydney are
influenced by both the temporal and spatial factors. These capital cities are located in the east part of
Australia. The capital cities in the west of Australia appear isolated from the others. The house price
movements are influenced only by their previous behaviours.
CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion, this research originally developed a time weighted spatio-temporal model to explore the
house price movements in the Australian capital cities. The national population was used to capture the
temporal decay of the effects generated from the time correlated factors. The geographic distances between
and developing scales of the capital cities were utilised to account for the time-varied spatial effects on the
urban house prices. The house prices of the Australian capital cities can be then accessed in three
dimensions, namely, urban characteristics, temporal and spatial factors, by estimating the time weighted
spatio-temporal model. This provides a fresh perspective of inspecting house price movements.
The results of the estimated model suggested house prices in Adelaide, Hobart and Melbourne should be
sensitive to the space-correlated factors. House prices in Brisbane, Canberra and Sydney can be influenced
by both the time-correlated and space-correlated factors. House prices in Darwin and Perth are determined
on the factors correlated to their own markets. Therefore, three classifications of the capital cities can be
integrated, which distributed in the south, the east and the west of Australia. These findings contribute to
policy and investment in providing a map of the Australian urban housing markets.
However, this time weighted spatio-temporal model discussed in this paper can be further improved. First, a
further analysis based on the estimated model can be carried out to explore the temporal and spatial
interconnections between house price movements in details. A comparison of the constructions of temporal
and spatio-temporal weights will be carried out to identify the optional factors that are used to capture the
temporal decay and dynamic spatial effects. Moreover, the data can be expanded by adding more cities or
time periods. In addition, other regression methods can be adopted.
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